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The first time Plato met Glaucoma was n Vietnam. Tht-i

It w. CpPtain Glaucoma anr- LIeutenant Co]oneI Plato. CPT

W!aicoma was the battaI ion surgeon. st.aight out ot his

#FeneL.I sugery residency at Boston C1ty HospIt. !, and very

new to Vjetn..m. Glaucoma wasn't his real last name, but a

n:ckname given to him by his medics It seems that he was

always putting his glasses down. because of the heat and

humidlty, and then couldn't find them again. The medics

thought that funny, Irritating at times when they had to

Join the search, and the nickname of someone with

short-sightedness took hold.

Plato wasn t the real name of the battalion commander

elther. He oat his nickname because he was the old man of

the battalion and was really excellent at teaching anything.

He was thoroughly respected and admired because he always

round Idea- to teach the battalion new ways of staying

alive. His success and his popularity was legion, and the

battalion enjoyed one of the lowest casualty rates during

his tenure In the war.

The two men found great pleasure in each other's

company. Glaucoma had never seen a true leader before, just

heads of department whose publications and academic prowess

had allowed them to rise up the academic ladder. There was

trempnclous morale here, and Glaucoma had never felt more at

home wi. 3 ok men. t mnote at ease, than whicn he ws

with the battalion, especially with Plato. Though he

thought when he entered the Army that he would Just do his

timp and leave after his Berry plan obligation was



completed. the battalion experience pushed his decision

differently, so ne remained in the Army, retiring as a

Colonel.

.L;.ro for nis part found Glaucoma refreshing. The

young surgeon was outstanding technically, lidn t give oZ

profiles by the score, and seemed interested about the

welfare of the men, and didn t bitch about the Army. The

natral lon commander knew he had to work with Glaucoma

because glaucoma had no vision of interpersonal

relationships and working with people. His doctor would

throw instruments at medics if they did not give him the

-ight Instruments, and he would chew them out in front of

other sections, if they did things wrong, like not checking

on the anti-malarial supplies. Such tactics might be all

right in the closed environment of the surgical suite In

Boston, but that Inappropriate lack of vision In

interpersonal relationships could hurt the unit. That

quality, though, led Plato to chuckle whenever he used

Glaucoma as a nickname.

In conversations with one another, each was curious

about how the other had become the way they had. Glaucoma

wanted to be a leader, and Plato was the finest man he had

ever met. Plato, for his part, wanted to make his surgeon,

and the aid station, part of a high performing team. It was

a surprise to Plato that Glaucoma had patterned his behavior

.i.fter other successful residents. The environment had

shaped him. He Just behaved as others did and thought
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little of It. Plato wondered at that for he knew ever since

his caoet cay' that he coulId nor Af ford to let his actIons

go une:am: tec,

StI , Plato had admiration for Glaucoma. He was a

very good Coctor. That Plato knew first hand. That very

celicate removal of mortar fragments, from in and around the

nerve in his right arm, in the aid station had saved the use

of his arm, he was later told by doctors as he was being

evacuated back to the United States. Plato followed

Glaucoma s milltary career but was disappointed that he

learned that Glaucoma retired from the Army early. Glaucoma

had always liked his first boss. He was not surprised that

Plato had retired as a Major General. The two would meet

years later in the Pentagon.

This time it was Plato that was the doctor. The form

that this service took was a type of moral cdoctoring.

Glaucoma had fallen prey to the temptation of some of the

prevailing ethics that being a "beltway bandit" offered.

Plato always had an Interest In his battalion surgeon.

Anytime he used his right arm, he thought of the

fragmentation wounds he received in Vietnam. How and why

had his doctor gone astray again? These were the questions

on his mind.

Plato had become a consultant for one of the defense

contractors. Now, semi-retired he still liked to roam the

building and see an occasional old friend. It was true that

he missed the Army. Being with people that served was what
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he missed most, but he stll enjoyed his title of Plato, a

wise old man that knew life and what was right.

Glaucri.a had joined a high technology medical company

that as trying to sell their products to the armed

services. The company used the space shuttle to manufacture

their products. The microgravity environment, the absence

of convection, and space based electcophoresis provided the

environment to manufacture medical products of incredible

puri ty.

What the remainder of !his study does is to examine, in

a conversational mode, the ethical challengeb ana pitfalls

of such an environment, Some of these situations display

rather gross acts of Impropriety. Others seem very minor

Out, in combination, add up to some significant violations

of ethics. The basic question that each of these situations

ask Is what If everyone behaved in the same fa-hion, and is

there a line that you absolutely will not cross? If there

is, how do you define that line for yourself? Plato and

Glaucoma, through their conversation, will try to provide

these answers,

The next meeting occurs in one of the many Pentagon

hallways. Plato had been asked by DCSOPS to give advice on

weapons Integration in low Intensity conflict. Glaucoma has

Just left an IPR dealing with the purification of bacterial

antigen components for later vaccine use. Their chance

encounter is filled with surprise.
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PL. Hey, Gla.ucoma 1s that you'?

GL, Sir, how ace you doing?

PL. WeP, I M almost retired now. Occasionally,

peopie ask me for some advice based on my experience. How

about you "

GL, Trying to make megaoucks in the contracting world.

The rules are very different here. The competition is

intense.

PL. What do you mean?

GL. Whoever wins the contract wins and wins big. Once

that contract has been awarded, you have a real steady

stream of income.

PL. I know there is a lot of pressure, but how do you

keep everything above board?

GL. Above board? Those guys are the losers around

here. You have to find an edge to win.

PL, What's yours?

GL. You have to know the folks and know them real

well. That way you can learn the specifications before the

contract is announced. Let me tell you that provides

advantage, especially if you can have someone you know write

the specs so that It benefits your company.
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pr. You dont do that do you?

GCL. Of course I do it. That's one of the reasons I

-,i< ao a c! n.c a half aa, a week at Walter Reed. You

know how hard It 19 for reticees to aet seen at a Medical

Center, pa.ve the way for them and their famililes, and I

earn wnat s what in the way of new contracts.

Pl. Kind of a you scratch my back, and I'll scratch

yOu cs'?

GL. Sure. It's better than that. You know how some

contractors let go-- like that word-- their retired officers

when they run out of connections. Instead, my name gets

passed around if you have a medical problem. So I am not

going to run out of contacts.

PL. What's your boss think of that, or does he know?

GL. Of course, he knows. He thinks running the clinic

Is a great angle. A good deal of business comes in that

way.

PL. You know what I think Glaucoma? I think what you

are doing is bribery. I know that is tough for you to

handle, but ever since battalion, I have told you to set the

tone. Looks like the tone has been set but in the wrong

direction.

GL. Come on now. This isn't the Army.
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PL. You didn't like the term let go. Should I use the

term Influence peddling to what you ace aoing? Do you tell

Your children that's what you do?

GL. No. I tell them I work for a contractor.

PL. You remember way oack when you were throwing

instrments. I told you then that just beceuse all the

othec doctors behaved that way In the operating room 010 not

mean that you had to. You don't have to follow the

tan1.rds of your boss, If they are not right. Remember

that talk'

]L. 1 do actually. The medics and I got along better

after that. But things are different now?

PL. Are they? Let me tell you a few things. We are

all still in the business of defending the country and all

that it stands for, soldiers and contractors alike. At the

very least, your practices make the defense of the country

more expensive, and you profit from that expense.

Gi. Well, that Is true. But everybody else does it.

PL. So what. Just think If you didn't. What would

happen If you didn't need to use unfair practices to win.

Why the Department of Defense would give you more business

because they know that you are not cutting corners.

GL. You are telling me that ethical behavior works In

this business?
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PL. I sure am. Look at the example Nixon set. He

brought the whole country down when he acted as he did.

People want ethical leadership.

CL. Soldiers reenlist for a good unit that 5 for sure.

Never thought that would apply outside the A-my.

PL. Everything you do for the country should be

scrutinized. Think of some of the values that come out of

the constltution. Liberty and justice for all, or is there

a privileged minority that bends and shapes the rules for

their own interest?

GL. I have heard some of this conversation before.

PL. You have. You don't promote democracy by

excluding others. Captains and Lieutenants got their share

of pulling patrol. It Is not winning, but the competition

that makes this country what it is. I don't feel good when

my team wins, but there's a point shaving scandal. Healthy

competition, that's another thing. Everyone has a chance of

winning.

3L. Put It that way, and you are right, I have done

some point shaving to get advantage, but I didn't see beyond

the day to day contracting. I never thought that my actions

could, in some way, pull the country in a negative

direction. I thought that It was Just me and the company,

and we didn't didn't count for much.
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Pl. Each person has a vote, We who dea] with lives

should execi-se that vote carefully.

GL. Well sald, Plato. it looks like I have a lot of

-emernbe:-ii to do. Listen, 1 have to run. I have a

meeting with my boss, Mr. Fascolne. in half an hour. Lunch,

t esday?

PL. I can do that.

The time passes over the weekend and the two meet over lunch

on tu'.esday. Lunch Is almost over as the two have caught up

with each other over the intervening years.

PL. Thanks Glaucoma for lunch. I never did ask you

how your session with Fascoine went last friday.

GL. Not too bad, really. We arc going to be part of

the Space Station. One of our divisions is playing heavily

with the construction. The government made a mistake In the

contracting. Simple but stupid, but they had developed all

their tolerances to plus or minus ten percent. That means

that a screw and the hole that It has to go Into can both be

within specs, but the two will never marry up with one

another.

PL. You did tell the contracting officer?

GL. No, we did not. They developed the contract. We

followed It to the letter. The contract modification is

going to make us millions.
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PL. You mean that the taxpayer is losing millions.

Did you ever correct a cashier when you got the wrong change

in ynuc favor? It is the same thing here. Ask yourself the

same quegrions that I asked you earlier.

GL. Y'OL, mean is defense being bettered? No, I guess

not. It seems that once again the chase for the almighty

dol lar has interfered with providing for the common defense.

Some of the dollars we could have ga!ned would be better

spent elsewhere.

PL. Right. Making money at all costs is not what It's

about in the defense industry. The real Issue is to provide

for the common defense. You doctors should know about

providing cost effective quality care. Ripping off the

government Is not in keeping with those ideals.

GL. True. We really did not render unto Caesar as we

should have. That Is a little profound for lunch time

conversation, but I have the idea. If I run into you again,

I have some other matters I want to talk to you about. You

know it is easy to lose your way, if you follow everyone

else.

PL. It does make sense to keep your own ethical

compass.

The two meet again for lunch as planned. They are in

one of the quieter spots of "the building's" restaurants.
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Plato, as Is hls way, has learned much about Glaucoma. from

goS[Ip and old friends. The two launch Into a conversation.

Plato still commands respect from his former surgeon.

Glaucorma, for his part, is eager to talk to the one man that

he revered.

PL. What's this I hear about your new contract?

Selulrg things to the Army that is doesn't really need?

GL. That's a little harsh Isn't it? The Army needed

it because they bought it. That's what the philosophy is

around here.

PL. I see. Listen, what Is the product that the Army

bought?

GL. Smart spheres, genetically produced microspheres,

Injected into the body, that recognize bacteria or viruses

and then fight off the disease.

PL. Sounds Impressive. How well do they work?

GL. No better than, or worse than, vaccines that are

available in the open market. However, we are in product

development now for smart spheres that work against

non-vaccine recognized diseases. Getting our foot In the

door Is a major push now. After that It will really be big

money, if we can sell the non-vaccine related smart spheres.

PL. You guys making much profit now?
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GL. We do all right. The Industry standard may be

the Air Force Hammer. From that standpoint, we are playing

catch-up.

PL. Why don't we talk about that?

GL. Why, you sound like one of those Investigators

from the GAO. You aren't going to talk to me about my

conscience and business ethics, are you?

PL. Personally, I liked the phrase conscience is the

Inner voice that warns us that somebody may be looking. i

GI. What's that supposed to mean? I want to tell you

that around here It is okay to do what you are doing because

all the other contractors are doing exactly the same thing?

PL. Don't get testy. Let me ask you another

question. Do you think that what you are doing should be

the standard for all of your fellow contractors to follow?

I mean It seems to me that those that guard the welfare of

the United States should have Its Interest first and

foremost In mind.2

GL. I don't quite get what you mean.

Pl. Put It this way. It looks like you have come a

long way from Duty, Honor, and Country, and what we talked

about in battalion. Medical contractors should have the

most character 3 of all the contractors because you have been

tested early In ethics throughout medical school, hospital
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practice, and public sei-vice. You told me that you didn r

rip reserve articles out of library iournals to score higher

than you'- classmates In medical school. That really frosted

you .ack then. After that, you made ethical decisions on a

Oally oasis involving people's lives. Let me ask you,

aren t you doing the same thing now?

GL. No, it is not the same. I am within a standard,

a norm, of what I do now, just as I was as a physician.

Until that standard Is changed, then what I do is perfectly

okay.

PL. Before we discuss doing that, remember the

definitions of Duty, Honor, and Country in the OfficrLL

Guade. You remember those don't you? "To do the best I know

how, the very best I can." 4 Just being part of the group

doesn't distinguish you, doctors, contractors or the

country. You could all be slime.

GL. Oh, come on, I just do what the rest of the

industry, and my company, does. They don't think what I do

is wrong.

PL. Let me try again. Remember that country means

working for a greater cause. "It is the willingness to

sacrifice and endure discipline for the welfare of the

community." 5 Have you sacrificed, or have you gained

unduely from your actions in selling smart spheres? But if

you gained, ask yourself has the country lost?
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GL. Well, If you put It that way, my gain from smart

spheres was the country's loss. I didn't see It that way.

We c(lln t harm anybody, but we sure did not promote those

Officec s Guide values. I guess what you are saying, Plato,

is that if everyone behaved as everybody else did, then

individuality, and the value of the individual to contribute

would be lost.

PL. True. Remember the Army slogan "be all that you

can be." You have to set the standards, and live up to them.

Change occurs when an individual decides to act on something

he feels is not right. Group standards fall far from that

slogan of being all you can be.

GL. But what happens If each contractor sets a

different standard? Some contractors will surely set low

standards.

PL. You know, no one comes to work to louse things

up. Yet, there Is a problem. It is still hard to say or do

something merely because It Is right. That is an individual

choice. So what are you going to do now?

GL. Following your lead, I could try to set, and act

like the standard that I will set for myself. A few good

actions might lead others in my company to remember the

concepts of Duty, Honor, and Country also.

PL. And If they don't follow the example?

14



GL Itl- their choice. But in my division I can set

the stancard for others formally with the performance

por. asa1

PL. You know that you have put a smile on my face. If

you c':oose to do the right thing, you really can do enormous

gooO. What you do In your division in your company may pull

the rest of the company along. Not only that, but others.

may even start to wonder about the possibility for society

If they acted according to a higher Individual standard.

Have a nice day, Glaucoma.

Plato thought that the last dialogue was still a little

too easy. It was fine to have Glaucoma recognize his

shortsightedness. There should be a higher standard than

that of a self-serving group. Also, it was great that

Glaucoma was beginning to recognize the pressures of

consequentlalism. Still, Plato wondered if the transition

between thought and deed would occur. Nevertheless, it was

an Important step for Glaucoma to take to say that he would

try to set the ethical standard in his company. But would

he? Plato recalled that students cheat on their final

ethics exam, and "studies at Cornell University have tended

to show that the average child of ten in the United States

has already developed a noncondemning atttItude toward

cheating.6 ." Indeed, theres's a many a slip twixt cup and

15



lp. 7e question being what would Glaucoma do in the day

to day circumstances of everyday life?

GL. Plato, you really got me between a rock and a

hard place. I suggested to my boss that we revise our

standards, and that we only market Items that are

significantly better than what's out there already.

PL. So what did your boss say?

GIL. Give me an example, he said. So I told him that

we wece really marketing the sizzle and not the steak In the

case of smart spheres. I said that current vaccines would

save the government money. Smart spheres do not work any

better and cost more. Then my boss interrupted me asking

who the hell had I been talking to? I told him.

PL. And...

GL, He said that at best you were a sanctimonious

prig.

PL. You know, your boss, Fascolne, has a bit of a

point. I get embarrassed myself when people flaunt their

self-righteousness. Sometimes when I hear myself say

certain things in a holier-than-thou way, I shudder. Many

times, though, the most muddled of gray areas can be broken

into white and black zones.

GL. You are getting ahead of me, Plato. Let me tell

you that I agreed with Fascolne.

16



Pr. You what?

GL. Agreed with him. Nothing wrong with that. It's

11ke :aughing at the bosses' jokes. No harm in that. Have

you heLrd the joke about...

PL. Sanctimonious prig, huh?

GL. Oh, come on, I thought It was pretty funny. And

you know as well as I do that brown-nosing is a fact of life

and a way up the corporate ladder.

PL. It may be a little thing, but it is one of my pet

peeves. I have seen a lot of people agree with too much.

There is a fine line between being diplomatic and giving up

a little bit of your soul. You do have to give a little, or

you might not be putting food on the table. All right,

then, let's hear this little Joke that you and Fascolne

thought so funny.

GL. How do stop five blacks from raping a white woman?

PL. I give up, how?

GL. By throwing them a basketball.

PL. I'm glad you told that joke, Glaucoma.

GL. Pretty funny, wasn't It?

PL. Yes, actually. But let me throw something at you?

Ever think that ethnic Jokes and brown-nosing have something

17



in common? Over the years, these jokes take on a reality of

their own. Blacks are thought of as dominating basketball

as well as being threatening and menacing. If you accept

that, then you have just shown a little prejudice, or at

least something that does not show your good side. Maybe,

we shoulcn t tell those jokes.

GL. Get off It. Tell me about your pet peeve.

PL. First, would you tell it joke to a black.

GL. No.

PL. Why not?

GL. I'd be afraid that the mother might smash me.

PL. Right. See with every Joke like that one that you

laugh at just because your supervisor tells it, with every

little agreement made that one doesn't one hundred percent

agree with, and when one doesn't voice a contrary opinion,

then one gives away a little bit of one's very essence.

Religiously, that would be called the soul, If you will.

Ever had an experience like that?"

GL. No one has that much time to be captain of the

universe.

PL. All right, but have you ever wished that you had

stood up for something, or that you hadn't sald something.

GL. Of course. Haven't we all.

18



PL. Tell me about a time then when you crossed one of

your own boundaries, then kept up the behaviour and, much

later, changed your behavior because you thought better of

it.

GL. Well, you will think this silly Plato, but there

was one type of experience that I went through when I was In

college. I graduated in the sixties, a time when property

was regarded as bad because it was owned by the

military-industrial complex ....

PL. This is unlike me Glaucoma, but could you get to

the point.

GL. Anyway, I shoplifted. I took a yellow and blue

polka dot tie from the on sale rack from at a campus store.

There was something in my gut that gave and guilt

overwhelmed me. After that experience, however, shoplifting

became easier and easier, and the guilt became less and

less. It was like that way until I got caught taking a

Playboy magazine from a New York City hotel lobby.

PL. What happened then?

GL. A good deal of self-hate. However, I will tell

you there was an advantage to that experience. I never

shoplifted again, and Just as much as I was filled with the

feeling of self-hate, I enjoyed being honest after that. It

was also easier to live with myself.
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PL. Let me make a quess, Glaucoma. You had the same

feeling when you thought about padding your expense account

and aidn t do It. Am I right?

GL. How did you know?"

PL. Easy with an experience like that. Honesty is a

habit, too, and a far better one to live, and to keep

company, with. You don't have to go seven years to a

psychotherapist to get your respect back. You see that a

lot today. Also I am glad that you didn't learn to do the

right thing for the wrong reason. Many think that if Mike

MIllken got caught, they could get caught too. Hardly, the

moral point of view. 7

GL. It is my turn to remind you to get to the point.

PL. Glaucoma, I have been making It a number of ways.

1s it possible to spend time at work, really doing an act of

brown-nosing the boss, while not losing a pact of yourself

and your independence? If you tailor your behavior to fit

other's actions and beliefs, are you not putting on false

behavior? If the shoe fits, wear It, may be a proverb of

some worth, unless that proverb means If it works for you at

the expense of your own and the nation's values. With the

excuse, everybody is doing It, "normal guilt feelings are

stlfled,"8 and unethical behavior may result.

GL. Is that the lesson for today?
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PL. Yes. Pemember that sixties song, a little bit of

soul. That's what you can give away by exercising the

time-honored way to the top of the corporate ladder.

GL. A little strong, If you ask me.

PL. Watch it, Glaucoma. Let me put it like this. If

everynody acted strictly in their own Interest, then we, as

society, have homogenized cur society. There would be no

,aeal to follow. Where would the idea of working for the

common good be? There could be no heroes in such a society

0ecause all of us would be working for Just our Interest and

no one else's. That is why we must take an unequivocal

stand against what we feel to be unethical behavior.

GL. Where to draw that line Is difficult. I think I

see the danger to ourselves and, as you said, to society at

large. We could not have a sense of purpose, If people are

Incapable of believing that there are some lines that should

never be crossed, some deeds that should never be done, and

even some jokes that should never be told.

PL. Well, said indeed.

GL. One thing, Plato. No one likes a martyr, and the

career Itself Is distinctly unpleasant.

PL. So remember to fight your ethical battles

carefully. I knew a guy like that once, who was always

telling me he was too principled too succeed. IBM fired him
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necause he busted their dress code when he refused to wear a

white shirt and a tie. What was the point In that?

1. That - what I mean by choosing the ethical

Oat 'efield carefully. But right now, I have to run to my

car pool. Let s do this again sometime. I learn a lot from

you.

Glaucoma and Plato meet again. Glaucoma had been

pondercig Plato's last words and the discussion of

Orown-nosing and ethnic jokes. He understood now that it

was much easier not to deal with an Individual as an

individual once he had been reduced to a stereotype. He

recognized that he held prejudices, but as Plato had

suggested, those prejudices did not reflect the best in

himself. As a consequence, he promised himself that he

would at least reflect before repeating those type of jokes.

He would work on changing his behaviour too and, hopefully,

his attitude would follow. Glaucoma had thought on the

problem of brown-nosing as well. His problem was his

self-respect. He needed to be Independent and to work with

dignity, but he needed to bring home the monthly check.

Yet, like the ethnic jokes where he couldn't relate to

mlniorlties, Glaucoma could not relate to his boss. Being

servile and unctuous was the easiest path for him to follow.

Yet, this thought brought violence to his logic. Yes,

sometimes you do have to give a little, but like a slow
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degener tI ve neurological disease, every time you do so for

your own promotion and weli being, you do, as Plato said,

give away a part of your soul. How could looking out for

numner one have become so Important? How could things have

rt ne out rthis way?

PL. There you are Glaucoma. Nice spot you picked out

for lunch.

GL. Thanks. It is better than eating In the building.

I was doing some thinking about what we talked about last

time. Do you have any thoughts about looking out for number

one? Did anything in the business ethic contribute to where

we ace today?'

PL. Yes. That gonzo journalist Hunter Thompson said

It well. "In order to make money, they praised the ends and

ignored the means, a time-honored custom that Justifies

almost anything except shrinking profits."9

GL. Well, there is a lot of that going around these

days. More and more, you see videos, tapes, and books

urging people to take power at the expense of others, assert

themselves and look out for old number one.

PL. And that happiness can be found in the fold of a

large paycheck. Let me put some ideas Into your head about

how I think all this started. Tell me about the standards

your company, HI Tech Tronics Incorporated, uses to evaluate

performance.
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GL. That's easy. It"s all related to the bottom line

of how much we make for the ficm.

PL. That mistake again. You were in Vietnam. Tell me

,oout trhe progress reports.

GL. They reported the progress that a unit was making.

PL. Ever see a bad one?

GL. No.

PL. That's the point. When the Intangibles and

personal Integrity are not given weight by a progress

report, "then a company Is lending itself to a continuing,

calculated deception in the restraint of candor." 1 0  In

other words, progress will always be reported no matter

what. There is a great deal of pressure to measure what Is

easy to measure, and the easy way is not necessarily the

right way.

GL. That first bit Is a pretty elegant way of saying

that there are some things that can not be measured. I can

see how pure numbers and statistical reports can dilute the

quality of moral leadership.1 , But how does this relate to

the question of doing what is best for number one?

PL. In a moment, Glaucoma. You see that bottom line

philosophy has a number of consequences. It fosters the

production of Inaccurate Information, especially If the

Individual Inputs those numbers into the report Itself, and
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It sh!elds the top corporate leaders from any type of bad

news. Worse than that, however, Is that the bottom line

reporting system rewards trivial, measurable, quota-filling

acccompIishments; and eventually squeezes much of the innner

satisfaction and personal enjoyment out of being a

professional.12

GL. Well, I guess Hi Tech Tronics hasn't learned all

the lessons of the indiscriminate use of statistics. But

still, how does the reporting system relate to the concept

of number onelsm? Doesn't that preclude ambition?

PL. If the bottom line Is everything, then all else Is

secondary. When the most Important thing to you becomes

that bottom line, then one becomes addicted to it and

serving It at the expense of yourself and others. The

bottom line, then, rules you Instead of the other way

around. You see, Glaucoma, no one is corruptible unless he

lets himself be corrupted. That is why it so important to

remember that the journey itself Is as important as the

arrival.

GL. Huh? I think that I understand some of that. The

problem today is that people want to be one regardless of

anything else. The Jerry Tarkanian's that have a number one

basketball team but play cocaine dealers, and the Mike

Miliken's that become enormously wealthy because they gave

and took insider information are examples of the

bottom-line-is-everythlng-menta!lty.
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PL. Exactly. Now, you must learn that how you get

there is as important as what you achieve. It's like

algebra In some ways. If there is a negative In your

success. It taints that success, like the negative in

multiplication of two products will always turn out

negative.

GL. You are awfully cerebral today. So there is no

exclusion between ambition and integrity?

PL. None at all if you remember the journey itself.

Indeed, the very impulse to succeed Is what makes human

beings great In the first place. It Is that drive to

succeed itself that creates great works and makes man

perform heroically. The problem Is to get rid of the basest

notion of number oneism, which Is now bound to our values of

success.

GL. So how do you that, Plato?

PL. There are two ways-- individually and

organizationally. Individually, we need to take

responsibility, and ask ourselves the tough questions. We

need to strip away that veneer of glibness that says because

we are number one, everything else must be all right. We

need to avoid that type of intellectual tap dancing, that

hectic motion that leads nowhere, with ourselves. Only in

this way will we read, and know, ourselves. Like Lao Tzu

said, "The way to do is to be." 13
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cL. But the firms, like Hi Tech Tconicerconics, set the

standards for me to follow. Aren't they at fault?

PK. They share the blame, Glaucoma. Firms should

recoanize th:. fact that where the system does not corruot,

the Individual usually performs creditably; where the system

corrupts, most Individuals give In. 14 We need, throughout

the defense contractor network, people who will try to

affect the norms of behaviour by example and persuasion. 15

GL. Doesn't that fly in the face of management by

objective?

PL. It certainly does. That practice should be

eliminated as should other practices that rob people of

their pride, produce a zero defect mentality, and rely on

standards rather than leadership.

GL. Sounds like what the Japanese are trying to do

with their businesses.

PL. You are right. The survival of firms Is so

hazardous in hard times that their continued existence

depends on the day-to-day mobilization of every ounce of

Intelligence. 16

GL. And ethics, Plato.

PL. I thought you would pick up on that. The process

will not be easy. You see, real change in ourselves, and in
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the institutions and companies about us, involves much work,

effort, and real pain. No one said it was going to be easy.

GL. You know, Plato, I mentioned those self-help

books, and you mentioned intellectual tap dancing. Both of

those things ace aimed at producing an individual that can

avoid thinking about the real issues.

PL. Right again, Glaucoma. The challenge is to

change.

GL. Can I quote you on that?

Glaucoma was indeed hard at thought. He had left his

ethical friend Plato on a somber note. Around him few

appeared to have that gut level acceptance of

cesponsibillty. His own case mirrored what Plato had

brought out. The bottom line was what had counted most. As

a marketer of "smart spheres," his only ethic had been to

represent his firm and win for the ever rising profits of Hi

Tech Tronics. Perhaps, the bottom line was the cancer of

the professions. 17 Indeed, the larger question was how can

a civilization advance, or even continue, If it loses its

sense of moral direction? 18

On a more personal vein, however, was Glaucoma's

gnawing irritability within himself. He wanted to change.

His frustration would result in unpleasant words with his

psychiatrist. It seemed like the psychotherapy was only an

indulgence to him. The psychiatrist gave him permission to
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feel good about himself, which gave him license to keep on

behaving and acting the way he did. There was no incentive

to ch.ange, which he felt he must. In his case, there would

be n il:n, unless he changed. These thoughts were fairly

r, ry aoc a Fr!day evening. Glaucoma was working through

them, at his favorite watering hole, when he sighted Plato.

PL. What's up, Glaucoma?

GL. Not too much, Plato. Listen, I was doing some

thinking about the bottom line and all, and how both

individuals and corporations need to change their ethic.

That duty, honor, country concept makes good sense to me.

My mistress thinks so as well.

PL. I see we have some ground to cover, Glaucoma.

GL. I'm not so sure about that. I changed some of

work ethic substantially, and I am working on some other

behaviors at the office that I am not so pleased with. I am

dolng so well, In fact, that I plan to to terminate my

psychoanalysis.

PL. Do you really think you can separate your job and

your personal life, Glaucoma?

GL. Sure you can. Even that great military mind,

Maxwell Taylor thinks you can. Remember that he wrote, an

officer "may be loyal to his superiors and his profession

but disloyal to his wife." 19
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PL. I have to disagree with that. As we launch into

our drinks, let's discuss that point. But an aside, though,

Tayloc did say that he would expect some d!sagceement on

that point. 2 0  Do you ever think of the number of people

having aftaics, the number of TDY one nighters, or the

damage that Infidelity causes?

GL. No. My shrink used to tell me that an affair

could be therapeutic. It took the pressure off my wife

sexually. I was trying to save my marriage. You know, the

French even have a word, cinq-a-sept, a five to seven, so

they don't even have to be late for dinner. What do you

think of that?

PL. I think that you are making excuses, Plato.

Irrespective of what I think of the French morality, it is

impossible for people to compartmentalize their lives. You

can't live that way where some of your life Is locked up and

some parts are completeiy open for examination. People

aren't born with that type of ethical key.

GL. Then show me the carry over.

PL. Have you ever thought how inconsistent it is for

you to demand loyalty from your people that you work with

and yet be unfaithful to your wife ? What about cheating on

the income tax return, and asking for honest expense account

recording? No, Glaucoma, "One's character is what counts

and evaluations of character are all encompassing." 2 1
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GL. Perhaps my view was a little narrow. I always

thought that the military might collapse without the

conse.-vative values of loyalty, obedience, and

self-rcstraint. 2 2 The human relation's values of

contemporry society and of Inflaelity oo not fIt into the

military, and maybe, we, as contractors and former milltacy

officers, should act with dignity and restraint.

PL. Glaucoma, remember what we agreed on last time--

that change requires effort? Well, an affair, and

duplicity, usually make people feel awful. The alternative,

trying to nurture trust and trying to make it grow Is not a

sure shot-- Just look at the soaring divorce rate-- mutual

respect Is hard work. But what is the right choice, or do

you still have those uncontrollable physical needs that your

wife just can't satisfy?

GL. Enough, you win. I agree. I would be crushed if

my wife found out about my affair, and I would like to stay

married to my wife. What I did was more than stupid.

Listen, now I have another problem now. See that tall blond

over there?

PL. The one In the red dress? Is she the one that you

are having the affair with?

GL. No, I'm not having an affair with her. She is

supposedly just a good friend, but I have a problem.
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PL. That s Interesting. At least you are being open

about your problems now. Tell me about more about these

woman problems.

GL. Well, she asked me to write her a recommendation

for a GS 13 position. She really wants the job. My problem

is that, If I wrote what I really I think, then there is no

way whatsoever that Louise, the woman over there, would get

the job. Sam, the guy I work with doesn't see any problem

at all. He tells me to write the recommendation and write

It good. Isn"t that what friends are for he says?

PL. Your friend, Sam, has responded like many to this

dilemma. You know that back scratching is really in vogue

now, but friends should be worth more than that.

GL. As In vogue as MacDonalds ethnic jokes?"

PL. And just as accepted, unfortunately.

GL. So what do I tell her?

PL. Tell her that you prefer to write nothing at all.

Failing that, tell her you will not write anything positive

In the recommendation.

GL. She'll hate me If I do that. She probably will

stop seeing me.

PL. So? If she recognizes the truth, you will still

be friends. If not, it wasn't worth it In the first place.
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Glaucoma, I have tracked a lot of people, like your boss,

Fascolne. He is an Individual that makes friends for what

they could do for him. And then, when he Is on another

pinn.cle, another peak of success, he stops seeing them. He

tells others that he feels guilty, but, in the same breath,

says that Is the way the world goes around.

GL. What s the point besides telling me that the world

is 0ecoming increasingly amoral and inhospitable, a point

that you have made many times.

PL. Remember what we said earlier about

compartmentalizing? If you try to get away with

compartmentalizing your life, Plato, you will pay an ethical

price. You see, it becomes impossible to have false friends

part of the time and to have real ones the rest of the time.

Some kinds of behavior should really be mutually exclusive.

How can you tell your wife that you love her Monday through

Friday and then head on out to the single bars Friday night

when she is visiting her parents?

Glaucoma was beginning to see what could happen if

people were treated with respect and dignity and what could

happen if they were not. He wanted to explore with Plato

some other behaviors that he had seen that he didn't feel

quite comfortable with. That was important to him because,

like shoplifting, he didn't want to feel comfortable and

accept certain behaviours, He thought of Voltalre's remark
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that people are like oranges-- to be sucked dry and then

discarded. How different that way was to the way that Plato

showed him. Plato and Glaucoma met again in the Pentagon,

wh!ie waiting for a contract to be announced. His thoughts

wandered a bit to the new townhouse he decided not to buy.

PL. How's life In the fast lane, Glaucoma?

GL. Not too bad, If we get the contract. You know I

had a good thought on the way home the other night. We are

a convenience society, and we have become too accustomed to

It. Take friendship, friendship can be Inconvenient as we

have to pay attention to other's needs which takes time and

effort.

PL. Like anything else, It Is what you put Into it

that makes It valuable. I have some ideas on that. I think

it relates to the struggle that certain professions have

with themselves. By the way, did you hear that yo

counterpart at Universal Panacea was awarded a million

dollar bonus?

GL. Why doesn't anything like that ever happen to me?

I might make twenty-five thousand If we get this contract

for pure vaccines. I'll just bet that he stole some of my

ideas from the last project.

PL. Nobody said that the world Is a fair place.
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GL. Very funny. Is that all you are going to say? I

mean that schmuck from Universal Panacea makes megabucks,

and 'iou just say that life isn't fair. God, I could kill

him.

PL. Sounds like you are envious, Glaucoma. What Is

envy but self-hate anyway?

3L. Envy Is what makes the world go around. How can

you keep up with the Joneses, how can you not want a bigger

house, higher salary, or a faster car? Like it or not,

Plato, envy is here to stay.

PL. You are right, it is. That's a fact of life. But

how can you do it with style and grace? Think what envy

produces, begrudging congratulations, revenge, and pettiness

to name just a few qualities that come out of envy's

production line. "Envy's a coal comes hissing hot from

he 1. "23

GL. Sure, and the folks concerned with type A behavior

say that it is a life shortener too. But it is difficult in

today's world not to get the message that one is measured by

what one has. How can I not be envious of multi-millionaire

second rate sports figures?
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PL. Yes, I agree with you In some ways. We have

turned our thoughts ano efforts to consumer goods--another

type of oottom line by the way. At the same time, we have

turnea away from people, and major issues. About half the

people don t even vote.

GL. I know you have some suggestions about this

dilemma, Plato.

PL. Well, you could try to cut your losses. Don't be

obsessed with owning the next possession. Try not to let

the greed show. And why let yourself be tormented by the

successes of Universal Panacea.

GL. Surely there is a better way.

PL. There is. Remember World War II, when there was a

unity of purpose both on the battlefield and the homefront.

People and soldiers had a real sense of community back then.

GL. But we don't need a war for everybody to pull

together.

PL. Right you are, Glaucoma. All we need are people

to work together for mutually agreed upon goals. Then we

need for people to adhere to some common value system. Your

ro'e, in this grand scheme, Is to move away from the public

be damned motto. Try to help recover the mental and moral

force necessary for defense contracting to flourish. 2 4
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GL. So, that is what you think is necessary to break

out of this envy-and-self hatred cycle to have peace of

mind. Just having values, sticking to them, and not

worrying about now other people live their lives. Seems

3Imple enoL.1gh.

PL. Hey type A, It is a state of mind, you're right.

But better that than being eaten away by vague free floating

anxiety and directing hostility everywhere. Let's finish up

this topic about envy. When we started this conversation,

you were plotting to get even with that person from

Universal Panacea. You had that don't get mad, get even

philosphy. See anything wrong with that?

GL. It's that hostility thing again. Control

yourself, and you will be better off.

PL. No, Glaucoma this has nothing to do with type A.

Revenge does not usually sweeten the personality. Also,

what happens if you get caught?

GL. I'll finish your thought for you. There seems to

be a trend here. People at peace with themselves, don't act

perversely towards others. There is no need. Perhaps, we

could all follow that dictum, Plato, in an ideal world.

PL. Good thought. You surprise me sometimes by fast

you catch on. Let's talk about that townhouse you are

thinking of buying.
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GL. Well, I have some problems with my wife on this

one. The townhouse was converted from a homeless shelter.

It was bought out by a developer, ano now some 125 people

ace back on the streets with nowhere to go. My wife says

that it is convenient, and that If someone Is going to live

thece it might as well be us. Personally, I would like to

see the developers homeless.

PL. You might as well face up to the consequences.

Your thoughts should govern your actions and feelings.

Think about the principle.

GL. I did. I told my wife that self-justification is

a well conditioned reflex these days, but we need to do the

right thing. She told me that my principled behavior was

going to be Its own reward, and I was still going to be

commuting.

PL. So what did you say?

GL. I said something that I will remember each day I

make the long drive in. I said that in these days of

doing-it-if-it-feels-good, there are some lines that we will

not cross at any time. Those lines will be our battlefield.

Taking a home from someone is something we decided not to

participate in.
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PL. Thanks for telling me that Glaucoma ana for

putting those self-Justifications aside. But you missed

the big picture. You made one of those slick New York City

commitments.

GL. Wh.at?

PL. if you wanted to right that wrong, do something

for the 125 that are on the streets. That would really be

commitment.

GL. Let me think about that.

PL. You do that. In the meantime, enjoy your daily

commute.

Glaucoma had done much work with Plato. He realized

that there some ethical lines that could not be crossed, and

that societal and peer pressures would always weigh heavily

on what he ought to do. He had examined many of those

Issues and pressures, but he was looking for some type of

higher law or calling because he was tired of defining each

and every situation. What could that be? Plato had, for

his part, worked hard with Glaucoma, who was now fast

beginning to see the ethical details and implications more

clearly. Plato had also recognized that he could not always

be at Glaucoma's side. Therefore, Plato had to put

Glaucoma Into a position to set his own ethical course.

Glaucoma had to be able before the two parted, to learn that
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the only true knowledge was the knowledge that one finds for

himself.

PL. Going on leave, Glaucoma?

GL. Yes, I need to do some thinking. By the way, did

you hear about the new findings In artificial intelligence?

The machines are now smarter than we are. Not only can they

calculate faster, but they can think better.

PL. In your case that may be true. Yet where is this

getting us, Glaucoma?

GL. Times have changed. We are in a very different

place than when man thought he was at the center of the

universe, or when man thought he was unique because of his

intellect. Now it seems that man Is not Intellectually

unique. His only chance of uniqueness now is at making

moral and ethical choices.

PL. Doing a little historical and philosohical

reflection, Glaucoma?

GL. And some personal reflection on my own history as

well. Ernest Hemingway said that a man's life is cheap

beside his work. So It is time, I think, to define myself

by what I do and not what others think.

PL. Not bad at all, Glaucoma. It seems that you are

growing up by leap and bounds morally. Keep that moral

introspective up, Glaucoma, that's part of the challenge to
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understand what William James said when he said that we lead

lives inferior to ourselves. Note that he said to not to

others, out to ourselves.

GL. Nice quote. You see a lot of that. Look at the

supposedly responsible use of recreational drugs by the

trendy where people slowly or suddenly kill themselves.

This lack of responsibility extends to ourselves even to

those who should be leaders.

PL. Wandering a little, aren't we?

GL. Not really, Plato. There has to be some gut level

of acceptance of responsibility. I call it thinking with

one's guts and not getting used to something you were once

uncomfortable with. I was one of those hustlers looking to

make fast and easy money with the public and the moral

consequences be damned.

PL. Good, but that is a negative. What about the

higher calling?

GL. You mentioned growing up morally, call it moral

maturity, if you will. That is the crux of arriving at the

point where you would give up your life for another person,

concept, or for your country -- the ultimate altruism.

PL. There is personal risk in that position as it

involves taking dangerous and unpopular decisions that many

times do not reflect the common views. Yet, you are right,
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this moral maturity you spoke of Involves growth and change,

which can be uncomfortable and painful.

rL. Yet, that's the whole concept of being a

professional. To be accountable to others and to serve

them. Being a medical defense contractor requires that

altruism and painful growth. Some would call that part of

that acceptance integrity, the ability to call it like it is

in spite of fear for his or her career.25

PL. Tell me some more about the risks involved,

Glaucoma.

GL. You know, I finally understand what Thoreau meant

when he said that most men live lives of quiet desperation.

You can always find reasons for your own behavior, If you

have the need to find them. The courage to confront what Is

wrong, and the courage to pursue what Is right are part of

the matrix of risk. The man that does not pursue, or

confront, lives In quiet desperation.

PL. Interesting, indeed. Let me expound on that

concept. Remember Hitler's Big Lie where the "masses of

people felt very little shame at being terrorized

intellectually and were scarcely conscious of the fact that

their freedom as human beings was impudently abused." 2 6

GL. True, Plato. Those people did not accept that

gross injustice as much as they were inculcated by it--like
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some of the smoking advertisements on television--that occur

over and over again.

PL. Indeed, If we look at societies throughout

history, there has never been "an Instance of a healthy

society In which humans have not devised a framework of

values, norms of conduct, a moral order." 2 7 That fact

underscores the individual's right and importance to

contribute to that moral fabric.

GL. No one gets out of this life alive. You might as

well try and give it meaning.

PL. A little trite ...

GL. See, moral direction sets our course for us. One

doesn't have to feel powerless or be without a sense of

direction. What can, and should, sustain you throughout

your lifetime Is the faith In your own possibilities.

That's why I got so mad at my psychiatrist. If he was half

the doctor he thought he was, and genuinely interested In

the welfare of people, he would encourage them to work for

the good of society. The psychiatric goal should not be for

people to merely to accept themselves and to glorify In that

acceptance.

PL. A little harsh on the shrinks, but you don't need

a psychiatrist to accept that challenge. You mentioned

before that nothing worthwhile Is easy. Being frustrated
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with your yourself, your Job, or society Is no reason to let

go of that moral responsibility to work for the common good.

GL. I suppose that is true. There is an old saying,

"if you are not part of the solution, you are part of the

problem." That means two things to me. First, we need to

shed the arrogance and, even, pettiness that we use to

Justify our actions. Second, we should try to put ourselves

in other's shoes.

Pl. That platitude has always made sense to me. As

part of systems theory, no one, or organization for that

matter, exists In Isolation. Looking at the grand scale of

things, our nation even makes that mistake frequently. It

may even interfere with our ability to make a moral foreign

policy. For example, we have had high ranking officials not

know where Italy was. How could we make decent foreign

policy with that ignorance?

GL. Exactly. In shutting ourselves out and living

only in the comfortable and familiar routine of day to day

live, we have become shallower and less moral human beings.

We see the effects of agent orange on our soldiers who

fought in Vietnam on television, but we don't ask about the

effects on the Vietnamese. If you don't have consideration

for others, then you have only consideration for yourself.
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PL. You are really doing well with this Idea. Here is

a real chance to stand up. Your business of selling health

to the Armed Services should give you plenty of opportunity

to be counted.

GL. I have seen that my own personal life reflected my

view of the world at large. I became so indifferent to the

plight of others that I lost my bearings. In fact, I

couldn't recognize my own pain because I was living a life

that centered on just me and the pursuit of my own

happiness. Imagine hustling smart spheres.

PL. It looks like, as they say, you have it all

together. That type of discipline to examine yourself

really takes a great deal of character. Yet, it is true.

If you love only yourself, there is little room, if any, for

anyone or anything else. Your actions, and potential to do

real good, become very constricted. Do you have something

to add to that.

GL. No, but I have some concluding thoughts. I want

to thank you, Plato. I learned a lot from you. Each of us

has to bear the burden of our own morality or lack of it.

This is especially true for those of us entrusted with the

health and welfare of individuals responsible for defending

the nation. We need also to establish standards of conduct

and behavior for ourselves, abide by them, not cross them,

and then defend them when they are challenged. Last, we

need not to be sucked into the many statements of
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self-Justificatlon that abound today. Those, too need to be

challenged--in ourselves and others.

PL. Good luck, Glaucoma. But I shouldn't call you

that anymore. You taught me some things In this session.

You're on your own now. Continue with that clear moral

vision. Goodbye and good luck. Remember the only reward

for acting ethically, sometimes, is the way you feel about

yourself.

In conclusion, this study has examined a number of

Issues. Because the discipline and writings of ethics

Itself can be too cerebral for ready comprehensici, a

conversational style was used between the two characters.

This use of conversation emphasized the salient point that

ethical predicaments may occur daily, even on a

minute-to-minute basis.

At first, Glaucoma did not appreciate this challenge.

His ignorance was largely due to the fact that he simply

followed the norms, set by his boss and other contractors,

unthinkingly. Plato showed Glaucoma that bottom-lIne-

consequentallsm and compartmentalizatlon were detrimental to

the true mission of medical defense contracting, which was

to provide better health to the men and women in the Armed

Services. However, Glaucoma became more adroit at

recognizing the ethical issues as this study continued. His

conclusion, that there Is an absolute standard--one of Duty,
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Honor, Country-- to live up to, coincided with his belief

that there were some ethical lines that could not be

crossed. The seemingly trivial events, such as brown-nosing

or telling ethnic Jokes, were used as a "piling on" effect

not only to highlight ethical short-comings, but also to

portray the difficulty of where to draw the line. This

difficulty of exactly where to draw the line led to the

final conclusion that ethical behavior may In and of Itself

be its own reward of feeling good within one's own self.
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